
THE LATEST
COVID-19 Response Efforts

Now, more than ever, we need to come together and lift each other up. Nike is committed to using the power of sport to
support our employees, communities and athletes* all over the world impacted by the coronavirus (COVID-19). Here’s what
we’re doing to help.
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Nike's Space Hippie: Creating Our Lowest Carbon Footprint Shoe Ever
Learn More

FY19 NIKE, Inc. Impact Report Executive Summary

Check out highlights from our FY19 NIKE, Inc. Impact Report in the Executive Summary.

Learn More



A Letter From Our President and CEO

Learn More

Read the letter 

https://purpose.nike.com/standing-up-for-equality


United by a Common Thread: Celebrating BHM Stories

Showcasing how the stories and experiences of Black athletes are woven together, the Common Thread series celebrates
a collective legacy being defined through the power of sport and culture. Watch the first video narrated by Serena Williams.

Breaking Barriers Through Sport

Learn More

Watch the film



From Courts to Career
Learn more

Don't Change Your Dreams. Change the World.

One coach is all it takes to start reversing the physical inactivity trend for kids. Meet the global change-makers inspiring
others to take action and encouraging kids everywhere to dream bigger, brighter and further.

Learn more

https://purpose.nike.com/inspiring-communities


Why We Need Trained Coaches

Girls Coaching Girls

Learn more

Learn more



Responsible Sourcing

At Nike, we build long-term relationships with our suppliers because we know having trust and mutual respect supports our
ability to create product more responsibly, accelerate innovation and better serve athletes*.

Learn more about how we work with suppliers

https://purpose.nike.com/making-product-responsibly


Piloting a New Compensation Model

We worked with Dara O’Rourke and Niklas Lollo from the University of California, Berkeley from FY15-18 to explore new
methods to increase the value created in factories and increase compensation.

Learn more about the research



Climate and Sport

Nike is taking climate action through Move to Zero, our journey towards a zero carbon, zero waste future. To understand
how climate change affects all of us, we’ve partnered with expert researchers at the Climate Impact Lab to show the
connection between a stable climate and athletic performance as well as a look at the future of our playing field – planet
earth.

Learn more

https://purpose.nike.com/protecting-environment


Changing the Conversation on Climate Change
Learn more



Reuse-A-Shoe Turns 26
Learn more

Nike's Space Hippie: Creating Our Lowest Carbon Footprint Shoe Ever

Exploring new paths to creating more sustainable shoes, the Space Hippie series transforms scrap material from factory
floors into a radical expression of circular design.

Learn More

https://purpose.nike.com/innovating-sustainably


Flyleather Earth Day Pack: Inspiring Love for the Planet Every Day

Plant Color Collection

Learn more about Flyleather
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Nike Privacy Policy

Guides

Learn more about the Plant Color Collection

“NIKE exists to progress sport. But in recent years, we also face a broader

challenge: to protect sport itself.”

JOHN DONAHOE, PRESIDENT AND CEO OF NIKE
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